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Abstract
We present two different sufﬁcient conditions for a scheme to originate from a transitive
permutation group.
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Let G be a group, and let D be a subgroup of G: For each element g in G; we deﬁne
gD to be the set of all pairs ðbD; bgDÞ (of left cosets of D in G) with bAG: It is easy to
see (and well-known) that fgD j gAGg is an association scheme (or a ‘scheme’, as we
shall say brieﬂy) with respect to fgD j gAGg:
Let us call a scheme schurian if it originates from a transitive permutation group in
the above-described way. It seems that a general scheme-theoretical condition which
distinguishes the schurian schemes within the class of all schemes is out of reach. It is
for this reason that one might ask for sufﬁcient conditions for a scheme to be
schurian. In the present paper, we present two different sufﬁcient criteria for a
scheme to be schurian.
In order to keep our note as self-contained as possible we start our consideration
by recalling the deﬁnition of a scheme, and in order to do so we ﬁx a set. We call this
set X ; and we assume X to be ﬁnite.1
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Let r be a subset of X  X : We write r in order to denote the set of all pairs ðy; zÞ
such that ðz; yÞAr: For each element x in X ; we write xr for the set of all elements y in
X which satisfy ðx; yÞAr:
Let us ﬁx a partition G of X  X ; and let us assume that |eG; that 1AG; and that,
for each element g in G; gAG: (By 1 we mean the set of all pairs ðx; xÞ with xAX :)
The set G is called a scheme with respect to X if, for any three elements d; e; and f in
G; there exists an integer adef such that, for any two elements y in X and z in yf ;
jyd-zej ¼ adef :
Let us now (for the remainder of this note) assume that G is a scheme with respect
to X : In order to state the main results of this note we have to ﬁx the following
notation and concepts.
For any two elements e and f in G; we denote by ef the set of all elements g in G
such that 1paefg:
Let F be a non-empty subset of G: For each non-empty subset E of G; we deﬁne
EF to be the union of all sets ef with eAE and fAF : It is easy to see that, for any two
non-empty subsets D and E of G; ðDEÞF ¼ DðEFÞ: For each element g in G; we
write Fg instead of Ffgg and gF instead of fggF : The (non-empty) set F will be
called closed if, for each element f in F ; f FDF :
Let H be a closed subset of G: A closed subset K of H will be
called strongly normal in H if, for each element h in H; hKhDK : The
intersection of all closed subsets of H which are strongly normal in H will be
denoted by OWðHÞ:
Let W be a subset of X : A map w from W to X will be called faithful if, for any
three elements y; z in W and g in G; zAyg implies that zwAywg:
Let F be a subset of G: For each element x in X ; we deﬁne xF to be the union of
the sets xf with fAF :
A closed subset H of G will be called faithfully embedded if, for any two elements y
in X and z in yH; each faithful map from fy; zg to X extends faithfully to yH:
We are now ready to state our ﬁrst main result.
Theorem A. Assume that G possesses a faithfully embedded closed subset H such that
OWðGÞDH and, for each element g in G\H; fgg ¼ gOWðGÞ: Then G is schurian.
The conditions required in Theorem A arise naturally in each group G
which has a subgroup D and a normal subgroup Y contained in D:
For each element d in D; we deﬁne rd to be the set of all pairs ða; bÞ in
G G such that b ¼ ad: For each element g in G\D; we deﬁne sg to be the set of all
pairs ða; bÞ in G G such that bAagY: Then frdjdADg,fsgjgAG\Dg is a scheme with
respect to G:
Note that, for each element g in G; 1Agg: For each closed subset H of G; we
deﬁne OWðHÞ to be the set of all elements h in H satisfying f1g ¼ hh:
Theorem B. Assume that OWðGÞDOWðGÞ and that fgg j gAGg is linearly ordered with
respect to set-theoretic inclusion. Then G is schurian.
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Let H be a closed subset of G: A closed subset K of H is called normal in H if, for
each element h in H; Kh ¼ hK :2
We shall use Theorem B in order to prove the following theorem.
Theorem C. Assume that OWðGÞDOWðGÞ and that the normal closed subsets
of OWðGÞ are linearly ordered with respect to set-theoretic inclusion. Then G
is schurian.
Again, let H be a closed subset of G: It is obvious that f1g and H are normal in H:
The set H is called simple if f1g and H are the only closed subsets of H which are
normal in H:3
The normal closed subsets of a simple closed subset of G are obviously linearly
ordered with respect to set-theoretic inclusion. Thus, Theorem C has the following
corollary.
Corollary. Assume that OWðGÞDOWðGÞ and that OWðGÞ is simple. Then G is
schurian.
It follows right from the deﬁnition of faithfully embedded closed subsets of G that
closed subsets of faithfully embedded closed subsets of G are faithfully embedded.
The following result is a partial converse of this.
Proposition A. Let H be a closed subset of G. Assume that H possesses a faithfully
embedded closed subset K such that OWðHÞDK and, for each element h in H\K ;
fhg ¼ hOWðHÞ: Then H is faithfully embedded.
Note that G is faithfully embedded if and only if G is schurian. Thus, Theorem A
is an immediate consequence of Proposition A. Similarly, Theorem B is a
consequence of the following proposition.
Proposition B. Let H be a closed subset of G such that OWðHÞDOWðHÞ: Assume that
fhh j hAHg is linearly ordered with respect to set-theoretic inclusion. Then H is
faithfully embedded.
It is the purpose of the remainder of this note to prove Proposition A and
Proposition B.
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1. Basic facts on closed subsets
In this section, the letter H stands for a closed subset of G:
Lemma 1.1. (i) We have 1AH:
(ii) For each closed subset K of G; H-K is closed.
(iii) Let K and L be closed subsets of H which are strongly normal in H. Then K-L
is strongly normal in H:
(iv) Closed subsets of H; which are strongly normal in H; are normal in H:
Proof. (i) We are assuming that H is closed. Thus, by deﬁnition, H is not empty, so
that we ﬁnd an element h in H: Since hAH; hhDhHDH: Thus, as 1Ahh; 1AH:
(ii) Let d be an element in H-K : Then, as H and K are assumed to be closed,
dðH-KÞDdH-dKDH-K :
(iii) Let h be an element in H: Then, as K and L are assumed to be strongly normal
in H; hðK-LÞhDhKh-hLhDK-L:
(iv) Let K be a closed subset of H which is strongly normal in H; and let h
be an element in H: Then, as 1Ahh; KhDhhKhDhK : Similarly, as 1Ahh;
hKDhKhhDKh: &
We deﬁne X=H to be the set of all sets xH with xAX :
Our next lemma is part of [2, Theorem 1.3.1].
Lemma 1.2. The set X=H is a partition of X :
For each element g in G; we deﬁne gH to be the set of all pairs ðyH; zHÞ with zAyg:
For each closed subset K of H; we deﬁne H==K to be the set of all elements kH with
kAK :
Lemma 1.3. (i) The set G==H is a scheme with respect to X=H:
(ii) For each element g in G; zHAðyHÞgH if and only if zAyHgH :
(iii) For any three elements d; e; and f in G; f HAdHeH if and only if fAHdHeH:
Proof. (i) This is [2, Theorem 1.5.4(iii)].
(ii) Assume that zHAðyHÞgH : Then, by deﬁnition, there exist elements y0 and z0 in
X such that y0H ¼ yH; z0H ¼ zH; and z0Ay0g: Thus, zAz0HDy0gHDyHgH: (Recall
that, by Lemma 1.1(i), 1AH:)
Conversely, assume that zAyHgH: Then there exists an element y0 in yH such that
zAy0gH: Since zAy0gH; there exists an element z0 in y0g such that zAz0H: From
y0AyH we obtain that y0H ¼ yH; cf. Lemma 1.2. Similarly, z0AzH yields z0H ¼ zH:
From z0Ay0g we obtain that z0HAðy0HÞgH : Thus, zHAðyHÞgH :
(iii) This is [2, Theorem 1.6.1]. &
The scheme G==H is called the quotient scheme of G over H:
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The set H is called thin if OWðHÞ ¼ H:
Lemma 1.4. If H is strongly normal in G; the following holds.
(i) The set G==H is thin.
(ii) For each element g in G with fgg ¼ gH; we have fgg ¼ HgH:
Proof. (i) Let g be an element in G: We have to show that gHAOWðG==HÞ; and that
means that f1Hg ¼ ðgHÞgH :
It is clear that 1HAðgHÞgH : Thus, we just have to show that ðgHÞgHDf1Hg: In
order to do so, we pick an element e in G such that eHAðgHÞgH : Then, by Lemma
1.3(iii), eAHgHgH: (Note that ðgHÞ ¼ ðgÞH :) Thus, as gHgDH; eAH; and that
means that eH ¼ 1H :
Since e has been chosen arbitrarily in G with eHAðgHÞgH ; we have shown that
ðgHÞgHDf1Hg:
(ii) Let g be an element in G satisfying fgg ¼ gH: Since H is assumed
to be strongly normal in G; we have gHgDH: Thus, as 1Agg (and
HHDH),
HgHDggHgHDgHHDgH:
Thus, as we are assuming that fgg ¼ gH; we obtain that HgHDfgg: Thus, as
gAHgH ; fgg ¼ HgH: &
2. Basic facts on valencies
In this section, the letter g stands for an element in G:
Instead of agg1 we write ng: The positive integer ng is called the valency of g:
Lemma 2.1. (i) For any two elements e and f in G we have aef g ¼ ne if and only if
f f g ¼ ge:
(ii) We have 1 ¼ ng if and only if f1g ¼ gg:




Thus, the equation aef g ¼ ne is equivalent to the fact that, for each element d in
G\f f g; 0 ¼ aedg: (Recall that, for each element d in G; aedg is a non-negative
integer.) This means that, for each element d in G\f f g; geed: According to
[2, Lemma 1.2.5(ii)], this means that, for each element d in G\f f g; dege: This is
equivalent to geDf f g:
(ii) Apply (i) to g and 1 instead of e and f : &
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For each subset F of G; we deﬁne CF ðgÞ to be the set of all elements f in F such
that ðnf ; ngÞ ¼ 1:
Lemma 2.2. For each element c in CGðgÞ; jgcj ¼ 1:
Proof. Let e be an element in gc: We shall show that feg ¼ gc:
Since eAgc; gAce; cf. [2, Lemma 1.2.5(ii)]. Thus, by deﬁnition, 1paceg:
On the other hand, by [2, Lemma 1.1.3(iii)], acegng ¼ agecnc: Thus, as we are
assuming that ðnc; ngÞ ¼ 1; nc divides aceg: Thus, as 1pacegpnc; aceg ¼ nc: Thus, by
Lemma 2.1(i), feg ¼ gc: &
For each subset F of G; we deﬁne RF ðgÞ to be the set of all elements f in F such
that gf ¼ fgg:
Lemma 2.3. (i) For any two elements d and e in RGðgÞ; deDRGðgÞ:
(ii) We have fgg ¼ gRGðgÞ:
(iii) We have RGðgÞDgg:
(iv) We have gg-CGðgÞDRGðgÞ:
Proof. (i) Let d and e be elements in RGðgÞ; let f be an element in de: Since dARGðgÞ;
gd ¼ fgg: Since eARGðgÞ; ge ¼ fgg: Thus, as fAde; gfDgde ¼ ge ¼ fgg: Thus, by
deﬁnition, fARGðgÞ:
(ii) This follows immediately from the deﬁnition of RGðgÞ:
(iii) From (ii) we know that fgg ¼ gRGðgÞ: Thus, gg ¼ ggRGðgÞ: Thus, as 1Agg;
RGðgÞDgg:
(iv) Let d be an element in gg-CGðgÞ: Since dAgg; gAgd; cf. [2, Lemma
1.2.5(i), (ii)]. Since dACGðgÞ; jgdj ¼ 1; cf. Lemma 2.2. Thus, gd ¼ fgg which means
that dARGðgÞ: &
For each subset F of G; we deﬁne nF to be the sum of the elements nf where fAF :
Corollary 2.4. If ggDCGðgÞ; the following holds.
(i) We have RGðgÞ ¼ gg:
(ii) The set gg is closed.
(iii) We have fgg ¼ ggg:
(iv) We have ng ¼ ngg :
Proof. (i) We are assuming that ggDCGðgÞ: Thus, by Lemma 2.3(iv), ggDRGðgÞ:
Thus, the claim follows from Lemma 2.3(iii).
(ii) This follows from (i) together with Lemma 2.3(i).
(iii) This follows from Lemma 2.3(ii) together with (i).
(iv) This follows from [1, Lemma 2.2(ii)] together with (iii). &
For each subset F of G; we deﬁne DF ðgÞ to be the set of all elements fAF such that
f f Dgg:
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Corollary 2.5. If ggDCGðgÞ; we have the following.
(i) Let H be a closed subset of CGðgÞ-DGðgÞ such that Hg ¼ gH: Then, for each
element h in H; hgghDgg:
(ii) Let d be an element in DGðgÞ: Then, for each element f in dg; we have f fDgg:
Proof. (i) Let h be an element in H: Then, as HDCGðgÞ; hACGðgÞ: Thus, by
Lemma 2.2, jghj ¼ 1: Thus, as we are assuming that Hg ¼ gH; there exists an
element e in H such that ghDeg: From ghDeg we obtain that hgghDgeeg:
From eAH and HDDGðgÞ we obtain that eADGðgÞ: Thus, by deﬁnition, eeDgg:
Thus, geegDgggg: But, by Corollary 2.4(ii), gg is closed. Thus, geegDgg:
Thus, as hgghDgeeg; hgghDgg:
(ii) Let f be an element in dg: Then, as dADGðgÞ; f fDgddgDgggg: On the
other hand, we know from Corollary 2.4(ii), that gg is closed. Thus, f fDgg: &
3. Faithful maps
In this short section, the letter H stands for a closed subset of G:
Lemma 3.1. Let y and z be elements in X ; let g be an element in G such that gHgDH
and zAyg: Let w be a faithful map from fy; zg to X : Then, if ywAyH; zwAzH:
Proof. We are assuming that zAyg: Thus, as w is assumed to be faithful, zwAywg:
Thus, assuming that ywAyH; we obtain that zwAyHgDzgHgDzH; recall that we
are assuming that gHgDH: &
Lemma 3.2. Set H 0 :¼ OWðHÞ; and assume that H possesses a closed subset K such
that H 0DK and, for each element h in H\K ; fhg ¼ hH 0:
Let x be an element in X ; let w be a map from xH to X such that, for each element w
in xH; wjwK is faithful and wwAwH 0: Then w is faithful.
Proof. Let y and z be elements in xH: Then, by Lemma 1.2, zAyH: Thus, there
exists an element h in H such that zAyh: We have to show that zwAywh:
Since wjyK is assumed to be faithful, there is nothing to show if zAyK : Thus, we
may assume that zeyK : From zeyK and zAyh we obtain that heK : Thus, by
hypothesis, fhg ¼ hH 0: On the other hand, H 0 is strongly normal in H; cf. Lemma
1.1(iii). Thus, by Lemma 1.4(ii), fhg ¼ H 0hH 0:
We are assuming that ywAyH 0: Thus, by Lemma 1.2, yAywH 0: Thus, as zwAzH 0
and zAyh; zwAyhH 0DywH 0hH 0: Thus, as fhg ¼ H 0hH 0; we obtain that zwAywh: &
4. Proof of Proposition A
In this section, the letter H stands for a closed subset of G: We set H 0 :¼ OWðHÞ;
and we assume that H possesses a faithfully embedded closed subset K such that
H 0DK and, for each element h in H\K; fhg ¼ hH 0:
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It is the purpose of this section to show that H is faithfully embedded. (This will
prove Proposition A.)
Lemma 4.1. If f1g ¼ K ; H is faithfully embedded.
Proof. Let y be an element in X ; let z be an element in yH; and let w be a faithful
map from fy; zg to X : We have to show that w extends faithfully to yH:
For each element x in yH; we pick an element in ywh; where h denotes the uniquely
deﬁned element in H with xAyh; and denote it by x%w: Then %w is a map on yH
satisfying yw ¼ y%w and zw ¼ z%w:
We claim that %w is faithful. In order to show this, we pick two elements v and w in
yH; and we denote by e the uniquely determined element in H satisfying wAve: We
have to show that w%wAv%we:
Let us denote by d the element in H which satisﬁes vAyd and by f the element in
H which satisﬁes wAyf : Then, as wAve; 1padef :
From Lemma 1.1(iii) we know that H 0 is strongly normal in H: Thus, as dAH;
ddDdHdDH 0DK ¼ f1g: Thus, by Lemma 2.1(ii), 1 ¼ nd :
Since vAyd; v%wAywd: Thus, as 1 ¼ nd ; fv%wg ¼ ywd: Thus, ywd-w%weDfv%wg:
On the other hand, as wAyf ; w%wAywf : Thus, as 1padef ; |aywd-w%we: Thus,
ywd-w%we ¼ fv%wg: It follows that v%wAw%we; and that means that w%wAv%we: &
Lemma 4.2. Let y; z be elements in X such that zAyH; and let w be a faithful map from
fy; zg to X such that ywAyH 0 and zwAzH 0: Then w extends faithfully to yH:
Proof. Since K is assumed to be faithfully embedded, w extends to yK,zK such that
wjyK and wjzK are faithful.4 Thus, for each element x in yK,zK ; xwAxH 0; cf. Lemma
3.1. For each element x in yH\ðyK,zKÞ we deﬁne xw :¼ x: Then, by Lemma 3.2, w
must be faithful. &
Lemma 4.3. Let x be an element in X : Then, for each faithful map c from
ðxH 0ÞðH==H 0Þ to X=H 0; there exists a faithful map f from xH to X such that, for each
element w in xH; wfAðwH 0Þc:
Proof. By Lemma 1.2, we ﬁnd a subset U of xH such that, for each element w in xH;
jU-wK j ¼ 1: Let c be a faithful map from ðxH 0ÞðH==H 0Þ to X=H 0:
For each element u in U ; we pick an element in ðuH 0Þc and call it uf: Since K is
assumed to be faithfully embedded, there exists, for each element u in U ; a faithful
map fu from uK to ufK such that ufu ¼ uf: We extend f from U to xH by setting
wf :¼ wfu for any two elements u in U and w in uK :
Let us ﬁrst prove that, for each element w in xH; wfAðwH 0Þc:
In order to do so we pick an element w in xH; and we denote by u the uniquely
determined element in U-wK : Since uAwK ; wAuK ; cf. Lemma 1.2. Thus, there
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exists an element k in K such that wAuk: Thus, as f is faithful on uK ; wfAufk: On
the other hand, uf is deﬁned to be an element of ðuH 0Þc: Thus,
wfAðuH 0Þck:
By Lemma 1.4(i), H==H 0 is thin. Thus, by Lemma 2.1(ii), there exists an element v in
X such that
fvH 0g ¼ ðuH 0ÞckH 0 :
Thus, by Lemma 1.3(ii), vH 0 ¼ ðuH 0ÞcH 0kH 0: Thus, as wfAðuH 0Þck;
wfAvH 0:
From wAuk we also obtain that wH 0AðuH 0ÞkH 0 : Thus, as c is assumed to be
faithful, we must have
ðwH 0ÞcAðuH 0ÞckH 0 :
Thus, as fvH 0g ¼ ðuH 0ÞckH 0 ; ðwH 0Þc ¼ vH 0: Thus, as wfAvH 0; wfAðwH 0Þc:
Let us now show that f is faithful. In order to do so we pick two elements y and z
in xH; and we denote by h the uniquely determined element in H satisfying zAyh:
We have to show that zfAyfh:
If hAK; we are done by the deﬁnition of f: Thus, we may assume that heK :
Since zAyh; zH 0AðyH 0ÞhH 0 : Thus, as c is assumed to be faithful, we must have
ðzH 0ÞcAðyH 0ÞchH 0 :
From yfAðyH 0Þc we obtain that yfH 0 ¼ ðyH 0Þc: Similarly, as zfAðzH 0Þc; zfH 0 ¼
ðzH 0Þc: Thus, as ðzH 0ÞcAðyH 0ÞchH 0 ; zfH 0AðyfH 0ÞhH 0 : By Lemma 1.3(ii), this
means that zfAyfH 0hH 0: On the other hand, we are assuming that heK : Thus,
by hypothesis, fhg ¼ hH 0: Thus, by Lemma 1.4(ii), fhg ¼ H 0hH 0: Thus, we have
zfAyfh: &
Proposition A. The set H is faithfully embedded.
Proof. Let y; z be elements in X such that zAyH; and let w be a faithful map from
fy; zg to X : We have to show that w extends faithfully to yH:
Since zAyH; there exists an element h in H such that zAyh: Since w is assumed to
be faithful, we have zwAywh:
Since zAyh; zH 0AðyH 0ÞðhH 0 Þ: Similarly, as zwAywh; zwH 0AðywH 0ÞðhH 0 Þ: Thus,
there exists a faithful map c from ðyH 0ÞðH==H 0Þ to X=H 0 with ðyH 0Þc ¼ ywH 0 and
ðzH 0Þc ¼ zwH 0; cf. Lemma 4.1. Thus, by Lemma 4.3, there exists a faithful map f
from yH to X such that, for each element x in yH; xfAðxH 0Þc:
From yfAðyH 0Þc and ðyH 0Þc ¼ ywH 0 we obtain that yfAywH 0: Thus, by Lemma
1.2, ywAyfH 0: Similarly, we obtain from zfAðzH 0Þc and ðzH 0Þc ¼ zwH 0 that
zwAzfH 0:
Finally, as ywAyfH 0 and zwAzfH 0; there exists a faithful map f0 from ywH to X
such that yff0 ¼ yw and zff0 ¼ zw; cf. Lemma 4.2. &
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5. Proof of Proposition B
In this section, the letter H stands for a closed subset of G satisfying
OWðHÞDOWðHÞ:
From Lemma 1.1(iii) we obtain that OWðHÞ is strongly normal in H: Moreover, by
Lemma 1.1(i), 1AOWðHÞ: Thus, for each element h in H; hhDOWðHÞ: Thus, our
hypothesis OWðHÞDOWðHÞ implies that, for each element h in H; hhDOWðHÞ: In
particular, for each element h in H; hhDCGðhÞ: This means that we may apply
Corollary 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 to each element in H instead of g:
The ﬁrst lemma of this section is needed only in order to derive Theorem C from
Theorem B.
Lemma 5.1. For each element h in H; hh is a closed subset of OWðHÞ strongly normal
in OWðHÞ:
Proof. From Corollary 2.4(ii) we know that hh is closed.
Applying Corollary 2.5(i) to OWðHÞ instead of H we obtain that hh is strongly
normal in OWðHÞ: &
From Lemma 5.1 together with Lemma 1.1(iv) we obtain that, for each element h
in H; hh is a closed subset of OWðHÞ normal in OWðHÞ: Thus, if H is assumed to be
simple, fhh j hAHg is linearly ordered with respect to set-theoretic inclusion. Thus,
Theorem C is a consequence of Theorem B.
Lemma 5.2. For each closed subset K of H; we have OWðKÞDOWðKÞ:
Proof. By hypothesis, we have KDH: Thus, by [2, Corollary 2.3.2], OWðKÞDOWðHÞ:
Thus, as we are assuming that OWðHÞDOWðHÞ; we conclude that
OWðKÞDOWðHÞ-KDOWðHÞ-K ¼ OWðKÞ: &
For the remainder of this section, we assume that fhh j hAHg is linearly ordered
with respect to set-theoretic inclusion.
Lemma 5.3. For any two elements e and f in H; we have nepnf if and only if
eeDf f :
Proof. Let e and f be elements in H; and let us ﬁrst assume that nepnf : Then, by
Corollary 2.4(iv), neepnf f  : Thus, as we are assuming that fhh j hAHg is linearly
ordered with respect to set-theoretical inclusion, eeDf f :
Conversely, if eeDf f ; neepnf f  : Thus, by Corollary 2.4(iv), nepnf : &
Corollary 5.4. For each element h in H; we have hh ¼ hh:
Proof. From [2, Lemma 1.1.2(iii)] we know that nh ¼ nh: Thus, the claim follows
from Lemma 5.3. &
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Lemma 5.5. Let e and f be elements in H satisfying nepnf : Then, for each element g in
ef ; we have ngpnf :
Proof. We are assuming that nepnf : Thus, by Lemma 5.3, eeDf f ; and this means
that eADHð f Þ:
Let g be an element in ef : Then, by Corollary 2.5(ii), ggDf f : Thus, by
Corollary 5.4, ggDf f : Thus, by Lemma 5.3, ngpnf : &
Lemma 5.6. For each element h in H; DHðhÞ is closed.
Proof. Let e and f be elements in DHðhÞ; and let us pick an element g in ef : Since H
is closed, we shall be done if we succeed in showing that gADGðhÞ:
Without loss of generality, we may assume that nepnf : Thus, as gAef ; we have
ngpnf ; cf. Lemma 5.5. Thus, by Lemma 5.3, ggDf f : On the other hand, we have
picked f in DHðhÞ; and therefore, we have f f Dhh: &
Proposition B. The set H is faithfully embedded.
Proof. Let us abbreviate H 0 :¼ OWðHÞ: By Lemma 4.1, we may assume that H is not
thin. Thus, f1gaH 0: Thus, there exist elements h in H such that hhaH 0: Let us
denote by K the set of all elements h in H which satisfy hhaH 0: Then, as we are
assuming that fhh j hAHg is linearly ordered with respect to set-theoretic inclusion,
there exists an element h in H such that K ¼ DHðhÞ: Thus, by Lemma 5.6, K is
closed. Thus, by Lemma 5.2, OWðKÞDOWðKÞ: Thus, by induction, K is faithfully
embedded. (Note that KaH:)
Recall that H 0DOWðHÞ and K ¼ DHðhÞ: Thus, as OWðHÞDDHðhÞ; H 0DK :
According to the deﬁnition of K we have, for each element h in H\K; hh ¼ H 0:
Thus, for each element h in H\K ; fhg ¼ hH 0; cf. Corollary 2.4(iii). Thus, by
Proposition A, H is faithfully embedded. &
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